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Get Focused!
Whether it’s your attention span or your ability to concentrate, there are
many factors at play when it comes to maintaining focus.
Do you find yourself struggling to
dedicate your mental energy to one
thing at a time? Here are some tips for
increasing your ability to stay focused:
» Get some sleep. One of the most
obvious ways to improve your
concentration is regularly getting a good
night’s sleep. While there can be factors
that inhibit your ability to get a solid
seven to eight hours of sleep per night,
cultivating good sleep habits will only
help your focus when you’re awake.
» Take a hike. Being outside for even
15-20 minutes per day, either sitting and
observing what’s happening around you
or going for a short walk through a park,
can boost concentration.
» Brain games. Sudoku, crossword
puzzles, memory games, word searches,
and jigsaw puzzles all have focus
elements. Solving the puzzle or winning
the game has the built-in reward
of increasing memory and building
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problem-solving skills, both of which
positively impact concentration.
» Food and drink. What you put in your
body affects what you can expect
from it. Fueling your brain with foods
like fatty fish, eggs, blueberries, and
spinach is better than high-sugar, greasy
foods. Adequate hydration is also very
important for maintaining focus and
information recall.
» Break time. Rather than forcing
yourself to plug away at a task or project
that is going nowhere, grant yourself a
mental break. Chances are, when you
return to your work, you will have an
easier time staying on task and even
being more creative.
There are many factors at play when it
comes to keeping your mind on what’s
in front of you. But a few simple changes
in your daily routines might be the
breakthrough you need.
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“Success is the sum of
small efforts—repeated
day in and day out.”

“A business that makes
nothing but money is a
poor business.”

“All lasting business is
built on friendship.”

— ROBERT COLLIER

— HENRY FORD

— ALFRED A. MONTAPERT
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Booklets

While the internet is good for
many things, it cannot give
the physical experience that
a printed piece can provide.
Sure, the products or services
featured in printed catalogs
or booklets can be viewed on
your website—and encouraging
customers to visit your website
is a good business move. But
a booklet or catalog in your
customers’ homes or places of
business invites any passerby to
pick it up, thumb through it, and
maybe even share what they’ve
found. Printed catalogs and
booklets make sense.
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Reconsider Booklets and Catalogs
Once the initial contact has been made, one of the best ways to create a
lasting connection between you and a potential customer is by providing
materials they can peruse at their leisure.
Making the sale is all about making
a connection. The work you do to
position your company as the answer
to your clients’ needs is strengthened
by the information you can provide. If
you have overlooked the impact that
professionally printed booklets and
catalogs can have on the relationship

between you and your customers, it is
time to consider adding them to your
marketing plan.
While booklets and catalogs offer
prospective customers a more in-depth
look at the things your company offers,
you will need to decide which is the best
fit for your needs. Think of a booklet
as a printed way to answer questions.
Do your best to anticipate the types of
questions a potential customer may
have, and then focus your booklet on
giving as many answers as you can.
A catalog, on the other hand, engages
the prospective customer in considering
the specific products and services you
provide, and encourages them to do
business with your company. Handing a
potential customer a collection of all you
can do for them is an impressive way of
saying you’re here to help!
Call us, and our team will help you make
the most of booklets and catalogs!

Gutenberg’s Army©

Eyes and Ears
Video conferencing has definitely
hit its stride in the past few years
as many in the workforce have
shifted to working remotely. If
your company is still perfecting
its connection between remote
and in-person team members,
consider adding Meeting Owl Pro
to your conference table. Placed in
the middle of the table, this device
with its 360˚ camera and speaker—
featuring eight omnidirectional
echo-canceling microphones
that can pick up audio in an 18foot radius—makes sure all team
members feel seen and heard,
whether they’re in the room or
across the country.

Top Ten

Best-Selling Singles

trivia
1. What is “cynophobia”?
2. Who named the Pacific Ocean?
3. How many languages are written
from right to left?
4. Which animal can be seen on
the Porsche logo?

1. White Christmas, Bing Crosby
2. Candle in the Wind 1997, Elton John
3. In the Summertime, Mungo Jerry
4. Rock Around the Clock, Bill Haley
& His Comets
5. I Will Always Love You, Whitney Houston
6. It’s Now or Never, Elvis Presley
7. We Are the World, USA for Africa
8. If I Didn’t Care, The Ink Spots
9. Yes Sir, I Can Boogie, Baccara
10. My Heart Will Go On, Celine Dion

1) Fear of dogs 2) Ferdinand Magellan 3) 12 4) Horse
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Jabbar scores his 36,000th NBA point.

>

released.

» The Canadian $1 coin is introduced
by the Royal Canadian Mint. It is also
known as the Loonie.

4 Tbsp mayonnaise
1/2 cup diced pimentos
1/2 tsp chili flakes
Frank’s RedHot to taste
Salt and pepper to taste
16 oz sliced ham
Can of 8 buttermilk biscuits

» U2’s album The Joshua Tree is
released.

» L.A. Lakers center Kareem AbdulJabbar scores his 36,000th NBA point.

» The Canadian $1 coin is introduced
by the Royal Canadian Mint. It is also
known as the Loonie.

» Ben & Jerry’s and Jerry Garcia agree
on a new flavor: Cherry Garcia.
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» Ben & Jerry’s and Jerry Garcia agree
on a new flavor: Cherry Garcia.

2 red onions, sliced
1 cup white sugar
1 cup red wine vinegar
1 cup water
8 oz extra sharp cheddar
cheese, shredded
2 oz cream cheese, softened

Ham and Pimento Cheese
Biscuit Sandwiches

Dirt Magnets

Combine sliced red onions, sugar, red wine vinegar, and
water in large container. Cover and place in fridge for at
least eight hours. Mix shredded cheese, cream cheese,
mayonnaise, chili flakes, pimentos, hot sauce, salt, and
pepper in a separate bowl. Cover and place in fridge for at
least 30 minutes. While cheese mixture is in fridge, bake
biscuits according to package instructions. Once biscuits
cool, slice horizontally and assemble sandwiches by
stacking sliced ham, pimento cheese, and a pinch of the
pickled red onions.

» Paul Simon’s Graceland wins
Record of the Year.

» Aretha Franklin is the first female
artist to be inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame.
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Chip Carter Gaines was born November 14, 1974, in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and raised in Dallas, Texas.
His connection to Waco, Texas, came after high school when he started classes at Baylor University. Having
graduated from Baylor’s Hankamer School of Business, he launched several small businesses, including
landscaping companies, a laundry service, and a fireworks stand. Everything changed for him when he met
and married his wife Joanna. Their Magnolia brand and Fixer Upper TV show have made them a household
name. Chip continues to live and work in the Waco area with Joanna and their five children.

» U.S. President Ronald Reagan gives
his “tear down this wall” speech in
Berlin, Germany.
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» First indoor World Series game
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» The first The Simpsons cartoon short
airs on The Tracey Ullman Show.
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